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SUMM .. tUIT 
An investi..gation ~'Tas mac..e in the Langl ey two - dill).ensional 10\·r-turbulence pressure tunnel to d.ctermine the characteristic s of leading-edge f laps used as high-lift devices . The invE;s tigat~on, conducted. at a Reynolds number of 6 .0 )< lOq included tests of tHO ·10- percent- choro. leacUng - eo.ge f l aps J one intended to sli~.e fOri-lard along the upper 
surface and the other hino-cd near the l eadiD..g edge op. tJ1e lower 
surface of an NACA 6)~1 -012 airfoil,. 'vrl th anf!. w·7.thou-c a 20 -!ler cent-
chord trailing-eo-3e split f lap. ])ata aro given to 8h O\" the section liit characteristics for a range Ol~ f18~9 def lec tions and the :pitching-moment characteristics and lift charact<Jristics with leacUng- ed.ge 
r oU£hnoss for the optim~~ f lap arrangem3nts . 
The results indicate that the maximum section lift- coefficient increments for the o~timum up:per - and 10Her-surface leadll1£5 - edge flap arrangements on the plain airfoil were 0 .l~ 3 and 0 .12, 
r especti ve ly. The correRponding increm'mts in the angle of attack for maxim1.Ull section lift coefficients vl;;}re 4 .00 and 1 .40 J res:D8cti veJy • 
",'hen t he airf oil was fitted ri th the 20-percent- chOl~(t trailing-edge 
"'pli t flap deflected 600 J the optimum u~")per - and lo"'~r - surface l ead.ing- edGe flaps produced increments of 0 .81 and ' 0 .43 , respec ti vely • The corresponding increments in the angle of attack for the maximum 
section Hft coeffiGients were 6.90 and 3.90 . The highest maximmn section lift coeffici ent, 2 .98 a t an angle of attack of 16 .20 , was 
obta ined '\-Then the uppe r - surface l eadins - edge fla:..) vlaS used in 
combination with the trailing- edge s21it .fla:p . The def.lection 
of either type leading - edge f lap resulted. in a for,,,ard movement 
of the aerodynamic c onteI' at high angles of attaclc . The 10"'er -
surface leading-edce -flap installation ,,,as ' l ess 80nsi tive to leadi ng - edge r oughness than the u?per - surface leadins - edge flap 
arrangement . With the trailing - edge f l ap, the ma~imum section · lift coefficient for the upper- surface l eading- ee.ge f l ap in the rough 
condition, hOI-lever) 'YTas about the same at the maximum lift coeffi -
cient obtained f or the Im,er-surface leading- edge f l ap in the 
smooth condition . 
r 
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INTRODUCTION 
The problem of obtaining adequate maximum lift coefficients 
on highly swept .... ,ings for high-speed aircraft has brought to light 
a ne6d for a more thorough investigation of auxiliary hi gh- lift 
devices, SUGh 8 8 leading-e(lge flaps ) leading-edge slots, and 
drooped leading-edge airfoils . Recent reports of tests of con-
ventlonal unswept wings (references 1 and 2) which were obtained 
from the D.V .L. in Germany indicated that one of these devices, 
the leading-edge flap, when used in combination with a conven-
tional split f lap ) produced a substent1.e.l increase in the maximum 
lift coefficient accompanied by an increase in the angle of attack 
at which the maxim.um lift coefficient .... ras obtained. The German 
investi ationa, however, 'Nere carried out at very l ow Re;y-nolds 
numbers on airfoil sections having maxi mum lift coefficients of 
only about 0.72. The present brief investigation was conducted 
in the Langley two-dimensional low-t.urbulence pressure tunnel to 
determine the characteristics of a lower-surf ace leading-edge flap 
similar to the flap tested by the GermlJ,Ils but tested. at a higher 
value of the Reynolds number (6.0 x 106 ) and also to investigate 
an improve d type (upper surface) leadinc-€dge flap. The invest~_­
gation included test s of an upper- and lower-surface leading-edge 
fl ap on an NACA b-series airf oil with and without a traHing-edge 
split fl ap . 
SYMBOLS 
0.0 airfoil sect i on anele of attaclc 
c2 airfoil section lif t coefficient (2 / qc) 
Of L.E. 
airfoil section pitching-moment coefficient about airfoil 
quarter-chord point (m./qc2) 
increment of section angle of attack for maximum section 
lift coeffic ient due to l eading-edge flap deflection 
maximum section lift coe ficient 
increment in maxim~~ section lif t coefficient due to 
leading-edge flap deflection 
deflection of leading-edge flap, degrees (zero 1v .. en f lap 
lies along s ~ace , hinge line f orward of f lap trailing 
edge) 
- - - --------------~ 
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0fT.E. deflection of trailing-edge flap, degrees 
c chord of plain airfoil 
R Reynolds number 
L lift per unit span 
m moment per unit span 
q dynamic pressure 
MODEL 
The model, 'tV'hich was constructed of laminated mahogany, had a 
chord of 24 inches and was built to correspond to the ordinates of 
the NACA 641-012 airfoil s6ction. (See table I.) The 20-percent-
chord trailing-edge s~lit flap, set at a de lection of 600 and 
used for some of these tests,was simulated by a prismatic block 
of laminated mahogany attached to the I mler surface of t he model 
as shown in figure l( a ) . 
The lower-surface leading-edge flap was attached to the 3urface 
of the ;:o:1.el at a point 2 .25 percent of the chord back of the 
leadint; ec:ge as shown by figures l(a), l(b), and 2. The 10-percent-
chord flap was shaped to conform to the contour of the airfoil 
lower surface between the 2.25- and 11.47-percent airfoil chord 
stations and had a leading-edge radius equal to 0.78 percent of the 
airfoil chord. 
The upper-surface flap (fig. 3(a)) was designed in an attempt 
to eliminate some of the more obvious faults of the lOvTer-surface 
flap such as the serious discontinuity which occurs at the hinge 
point and the relatively small increase in area which vTaS obtained 
with the flap in its optimum deflected position. For these reasons 
the u~~er-8urface fla~ was designed to fair smoothly into the 
airfoil upper surface when the flap was fully deflected and at the 
seme time to provide a relatively large increase in the area. 
Fur~hermore, the curvature of the upper surface is fairly large 
.near the leading edge and this ourvature decrebses gradually with 
distance from the leading edge. 
·The upper-surface flap used for these tests simulated an 
extensible type of flap which, when retr~cted, was ~ntended to 
form an integral portion of the airfoil leading edge and upper 
surface, The profile of the first 50 percent of this flap was 
--~--------------------~----------------------~------------~---
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identical in contour to th8,t of the plain airfoil from the leading 
edge to the 5-percent-chord station,and the remaining 50 percent 
of this 10-percent chord flap was of true circular-arc contour. 
The flap could thus be extended by sliding it along a circular-arc 
track. The radius used to describe this circular arc and the 
location of the center of curvature was chosen so that the arc 
conformed to the contour of the airfoil upper surface between 
the 1.75- and 5.00-percent-chord stations of the airfoil. Since 
the arc described by this radius formed a part of the original 
airfoil surface, the flap, when extended, faired smoothly into the 
airfoil upper surface to produce a highly cambered airfoil as shown 
in figures 3(a) and 3(b). The sketches of figure 4 show the 
ordinates, the relation of the flap to the model, and the method 
of measuring the effective lO-percent chord of the flap . 
Both leading-edge flaps were constructed of 1 Ib-inch sheet 
iron ~nd were attached to the model by six brackets equally spaced 
across the 35 .5-inch span of the model. The various deflections 
of the lower-surface flap were obtained by the installation of a 
new set of brackets for each deflection . The deflection of the 
lower-·surface leading-edge flap was me asured in a counterclockwise 
direction (fig . 2) from its retracted position . The 1530 deflec-
tion for the upper-surface leading-edge flap as shOi'm in figure 4 
was glYen for the purpose of comparison with the flap deflections 
indicL':.-.Dd in f i gure 2 . The retracted posl tions of the flaps arc 
Shawll .~J dotted lines in figures 2 and 4. 
The leading-edge roughness used for the tests of t he plain 
airfoil and the airfoil leading-edge flap configurations con-
sisted of O.Ol-inch carborundum 'grains shellacked to the airfoil 
upper and lower surfaces for a distance equal to 8 percent of the 
chord as measured from the intersection of the chord line and airfoil 
leading-edge radius. The roughness used for the test of the leading-
edge flap arrangements consisted of similar size carborundum gr ains 
shellacked to the flap leading edge and to the forward 80 percent of 
the flap upper surface (fig. 3(b)). 
TESTS 
The lift characteristics were obtained for the model with each 
of the leading-edge flaps alone and in combination with the trailing-
edge split flap deflected 600 , The pitching-moment characterist ics 
for the model in a smooth condition and the lift characteristics 
for the model in a rough condition ",'ere obtained only for the more 
favorable flap settings of the various airfoil flap configurations. 
All tests were made at an absolute tank pressure of 59 pounds per 
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s~uare inch and a dynamic pressu=e of approximately 70 pounds per s~uare foot which co~respond to a Reynolds number of 6 .0 x 106 
and a Mach number of 0.11. 
'rest Methods and Tlli'1l1el Corrections 
The 11ft characteristics of airfoils tested in the Langley 
two-dimensional low-tu.rbulence pressure tunnel are obtained b~' inte-
grating, over a finite distance) the pressure distribution imposed 
by t~e model on the floor and ceiling of the tunnel . Because only 
about 93 percent of the actual lift i s transferred. to the floor 
and ceiling of the tunnel in the finite distance covered by the 
lift orifice s, correct.ion :'actors, obtained theoretically, were 
applied to the integrated pressure-discribution data to obtain 
the total lift. 
Corrections for the wind-tunnel-wall effects VTere made by 
the following e~uations, where the primed symbols represent the 
~uantities measured in the tunnel: 
eto = 1.015eto ' 
c r = o. 978c r t 
cmc / 4 = 0.993cIDc / 4' 
A correct ion has also been applied to the datp. presented herein 
for the blocking effect at angles of attack near maximum lift . 
This correction for the blocking effect reduces the maximum lift 
coefficient measured in the tunnel by approxi IJ18tely 1.5 percent. 
Previous comparisons of the lift coefficients obtained from the 
measurement of the pressure reaction on the floor and ceil :i.ng of 
the tUTh~el were in close agreement w th those obtained from airfoil 
pressure distributions and force tests. The probable error in 
individual test points as determined from check tests, considera-
tion of the sensit ivity of the measuring instru.rnents., and the 
departure of points rom the faired curves is esti~nated to be 
within the f ol lowing limlts : 
OVGr the linear portion of the lift curve: 
c(. 
cIDc/~. • • • . 
u,o . • • • . 
Near mEL~imum lift coefficient: 
cr 
cm '4 . ci 
eta 
.± 0.005 
± 0 .002 
± 0.020 
± 0 .010 
... 
I 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The lift characteristics obtained from tests of the various 
airfoil flap configurations are presented in figurA8 5 to 7 . 
The pitching-moment characteristics of the platn airfoil, of the 
airfoil-trailing-edge flap model, and of the optimum atrfoil-
lead1ng-edge-flap arrangements tested are presented in figure 8. 
The effect of leading--edge roughness on the lift characteristics of 
both the plain airfoil and the airfoil with the trailing-edge flap 
is shown in figure 9j similar data for the best air oil-leading-
edge-flap arrangements tested are presented in figure 10. The 
variation of the increments of ma... .dmum section lift coefficient 
6c I and of section angle of attack for maxim,® section lift max 
coefficient 6.a.a with lsa.ding-edge flap deflection is presented 
in figure n. 
Lift Characteristics 
The data presented in figures 5 to 7 show tha:-t the best 
arrangements of leading-edge f l aps of the type tested increased 
the maxim-~ section lift coefficient and also the section angle of 
attack at which the maximum lift coeffic ent occurs. The maximum 
section lift coefficients, the angles of attack at which the 
maxim~ section lift coefficient occurred,and the increments 
which were obtaIned for the various optimum configurations are 
summarized in the following table: 
- - I 
Model configuration I c ' cto 6.c 1 !Y.Lo Of Of j . 1max (de g) L.E. T.E. (de g) max (de g) (de g) 
Airfoil alone I] .42 14.3 ---- - - ----- - ----- ----- -
Airfoil and lower-surface 
leading-edge flap 1.54 15.7 0.12 1.4 120 ------
Airfoil and upper-surface 
leading-edge flap 1.85 18.3 .43 4.0 153 ------
Airfoil and trailing-edge 
flap alone 2.17 9.3 1------ -- --- - ----- 60 
Airfoil trailing-edge flap 
I and lower-surface 
leading-edge flap 2.60 13.2 I .43 3.9 112 60 
Airfoil tralling-edge' f 'lap 
and upper-surface 
leadlng-edge flap ,2.98 16.2 .81 6.9 153 60 
.------~----~---~---- .~--
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The leading-edge flap 1s believed to produce these increases in 
c and in the angle of attack for c by reducing tpe Lrnax . Lmax 
magnitude of the pressure peaks and the magnitude of the 
adverse pressure gradient usually associated with the flow 
conditions near maximum lift of the plain airfoil section. At 
the optimum deflection, the flap is so alined with the flow 
approaching the leading edge that a substantial amount of lift is 
carried by the flap without the presence of excessive pressure 
peaks. Some increase in lift is, of course, also associated with 
the effective increase in area caused by flap deflection. At 
flap deflections less than the optimum, the flow over the rear 
portion of the airfoil becomes separated before the angle of 
attack is high enough for the load on the flap to contribute 
substantially to the lift. At flap deflections greater than the 
optimum, l arge pressure peaks form at the leading edge of the flap 
at low angles of attack. 
The effect of the leading-edge flap at angle s of attack well 
below those for maximum lift is to act a s a spoiler on the lower 
surface of the airfoil and thus to cause large reductions in lift. 
As the angle of attack is increased and the flow becomes better 
alined ,vith the flap, the spoiler action of the flap decreases 
and the lift becomes equal to that of the plain airfoil at some 
moderate angle of attack . The slope of the lift curve is there-
fore m'J <.)h higher at low angles of att ck for the fla_ ped ;;fction 
than f oy- the plain airfoil . 
The preceding discussion is also appl1ca.ble to the case of 
the airfoil leading-edge flap combination when fitted with a 
trailing-edge high-lift device . For this condition, the optimum 
leading-edge flap deflection is expected to be somewhat less 
than for the plain airfoil, because of the greater inclination 
of the flow to the airfoil chord at the leading edge. 
7 
Lower-surface flap.- An examination of the section lift 
characteristics presented in figure 5 shows that the lower-surface 
leading-edge flap, when used in conjunction with the plain airfoil~ 
produced a maximum section lift coefficient of 1.54 at an angle 
of attack of 15 .70 (Of ~ = 1200), which correspond, as shown 
L.J.:J. 
in figure 11, to increments ~~ = 0.12 and Dao = 1 . 40 above 
v max 
the values obtainable with the plain airfoil . When this leading-
edge flap was used in combination with the airfoil and split 
trailing-edge flap (fig . 6) the maximum section lift coefficient 
was increased to a value of 2.60 at an angle of attack of 13.20 
(Of = 1120 P which corresponded to increments 6c L = 0.43 , L.E. max 
and 6~0 = 3.90 over and above that obtained with the conventional 
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airfoil and trail1ng-edge flap arrangement. German data. (refer-
ence 1) indicated that an increment in maximum lift coefficient 
of 0.31 was obtained with a similar arrangement of leading-edge 
and trailing-edge flaps on an airfoil of the same thiclmess. It 
is apparent, however, from figures 5 and 6 that a leading-edge 
flap of this type is somewhat sensitive to changes in flap deflec-
tion for the reasons given in the previous general discussion of 
both types of leading-edp,e flaps. A comparison of the data 
presented in figures 5 and 6 and the increments obtained indicates 
that the presence of the split trailing-edge flap altered the flow 
characteristics in such 0. manner as to increase the effectiveness 
of the leading--edge flap at deflections as low as 1030. The 
cross plot (fig. 10) shows that the presence of the tral1ing-edge 
flap, as preViously mentioned, had a pronOl.mced effect on the 
deflection at which the best maximum lift coefficient increment 
was obtained. For example, the optimum deflection for the leading-
edge flap when used alone was 120°, but when used in conjunction 
with the trailing-edge flap, the optimum deflection was 1120. 
Upper-surface flap.- An examination of the section lift 
characteristics presented in f i gure 7 shows that this upper-
surface leading-edge flap, when used in conJQ~ction with the plain 
airfoil; produced a maximum section lift coef.i.'icient of 1.85 at 
an angle of attack of 18.3°. These values corresponded to an 
incretJ)l)nt b.c~ = 0.43 a..Tld an increinent t:1:r.o = 4.00 above the Lmax 
value3 obtainable . with the plain airfoil. The same figure shows 
that the use of this leading-edge flap in conjunction with the 
airfoil and split trailing-edge flap produced a maximum lif t 
coeffic ient of 2.98 at an angle of attack of 16.20 , which corre-
eponded to increments b.c z = 0.81 and!:Y'Lo = 6.9
0 libove that 
max 
obtained for the airfoil and split trailing-:edge flap arrangement. 
The data presented in figure 7 show that at low angles of attack 
this flap also producea decrements in the section lift coefficients . 
The rapid decrease in the magnitude of this decrement in lift 
coefficient shm"s, however, that the spoiler action is somewhat 
less severe for this flap than it is for the lower-surface 
leading-adge type of flap . 
The results given in figure 11 indicate that the increments 
b.c z and b.a.o were considerably greater for the upper-surface max 
leading-edge flap. This can be attributed to the slightly greater 
projected area and smooth contour of the upper-surface leading-edge 
flap. 
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Pitching-Moment Characteristics 
A comparison of the pitching-moment data obtained for the 
plain airfoH and the airfoil trailing-edge flap arrangement with 
data obtained for the same arrangements eQuipped with the lower-
or upper--surface leading-edge flaps (fig . 8) shows that the 
addition of either flap caused the moment coefficients to increase 
ne gatively with increasing lift coefficients until the angle of 
attack "7as approximately high enough for the flap to cease acting 
as a spoiler. As the lift coefficient 1s increased beyond this 
po:t.nt, the moment coefficients increase positively in a manner 
correspol1ding to a fo~yard position of aerodynamic center with 
respect to the quarter-chord point of the original model. Such 
a forward position of the aerodynamic center is consistent with 
the fact that area has been added ahead of the l eading edge of 
the plain airfoil. The forward shift in the position of the 
aerodynamic center was slightly greater for the upper- surface 
flap installation than for the lower-surface flap installation. 
The results show that increments in pitching-moment coefficient 
which were obtained f rom the ad.dition of either of the leading-
edge flaps are relatively small in comparison with the increment 
resulting from deflection of the convent ional split trailing-edge 
flap . 
Effects of Leading-Edge Roughness 
The decrements in the maximtun section lift coefficient caused 
by the addition of leading-edge roughness were about 0.4 for the 
upper-surface leadin ~dge flap when used alone or when used in 
combination with the trailing-edge split flap. (See fig . 10(b).) 
These decrements are of the same order of magnitude as those 
obtained for the plain airfoil and the airfoil trailing-edge split-
flap model a s shown in figure 9. The corresponding decrements in 
the maximum section lift coefficients for the lower-surface 
leading-edge flap (fig. 10(a)), with leading-edge roughness, ,.as 
approximately 0 .1 without the traHing-ed e flap, and approximately 
0.2 with the 20-percent-chord trailing-edge s~lit flap. The 
decrements caused by the addition of roughness to the leading 
ed e of the lower-surface leading-edge flap are relatively low 
because the flow over the airfoil upper surface for this c on.:-'ig~ 
ration is already seriously disturbed by the pr ojecting leading 
edge of the normal airfoil. A comparison of the lift characteristics 
of both leading-edge flap arrangements (without trailing-edge flap·) 
in a rough condition with those for the plain airfoil in a smooth 
condition shows that the maximum section lift coefficients are 
approximately of the same order of magnitude . With the trnll:l.ng-
edge split flap deflected 600 , however, the maximvro section lift 
coefficient for the upper-surface leading-edge flap with roughness 
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at the leading edge 1s about the same as that fo r the loyrer-surface 
l eading- edge f lap configuration ' in the smooth cono.i tion and con-
siderably higher than that for t he conventional airfoil- trailing-
eo,ge flap in the same smooth conditi on. 
COI'!CLUSIONS 
t' 
This investigation, conducted at a Reynolds number of 6 .0 x 10°, 
was made to d.G,termine the li:ft and pitching-moment characteristics 
of t wo 10-percent- chord l eading- ectge flays used as high- lift devi ces 
on an NACA 641 - 012 airfoil with and without a 20- percent-chord 
trailing-edge split flap deflected 600 . The upper-sv=face leading -
edge flap .... Tas designed to s lide l OTi-lard and to fair ffi,lOothly into 
the airfoil contour, wher eas the lower- s,u'face l eading- edge flap 
was hinged at the 2 .25-~ercent-chord station . The results indicate 
the following conclusions : 
1. The maximum section l ift coeffici8nt increments for the 
optimum upper - ami. lower-'surface l eadi:lg - e dCG flap ar :-cangements on 
the plain airfoil Here 0 . L~3 and 0 .12, res;} 8ctively . The corre -
sponj.ing increments in th3 anfsle of £ttt.ack for maximum section 
lif t coefficients were 4 .0° and 1.4°, re~00ctively . 
2 . l.'hen the airfoil w'as fitted "\<7i th the 20- percent-chord 
trailinG-eiige spli t flap, the optJmum upper- and l ower- sur face 
leading- ~clge flap deflections Jlr ot1 "ll.C 00. increments of 0 .81 and. 
0 . 43, r espectively . The corresponding increments in the angle 
Qj.~ attack for the maximum section li:: .. t coeffic i ents were 6 .9° 
and 3 . 9° . 
3. The highest maximum sec.tion lif t coeffici ent, 2 .98 at an 
angl e of attacl<: of 16 .2° , was obtained. i,:hen the u:9:fH'.lr-surface 
l e ading- edge.21aJ? yas used. in combination nth the trailing- edge 
8pli t flap . , 
4 . The deflection of either type leadine:; - ecl3e flap resulted 
in a forward movement 0.L' tile aero0.ynamic ' center at high angles 
of attack . 
5. The lower- surface l'3ading- edgc flay insta.llat ion was 
less sensi ti ye to l eading- edge rou&1111e88 than the u.9J:ler - su..1"face 
J.eading- eo.ge flap arrallJement . "\.Ji th the trailing- edGe flap J the 
maxL~um section lift coefficient for the uy~er-surface leadine-
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edge flap in the rough condition, hmvever, ims about the same as the 
maximum lift coefficient obtained for the lower-surface flap in the 
smooth condition . 
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TABlE I 
ORDINATES FOR NACA 641-012 AIRFOIL 
[stations and ordinates given in 
percent of airfoil chord] 
NACA TN No. 1277 
Upper sur face Lower surface 
Station Ordinate 
0 0 
.5 .978 
.75 1.179 
1.25 1.490 
1. 75 1.730 
2.5 2.035 
5.0 2.810 
7.5 3.394 
10.0 3.871 
15.0 4.620 
20.0 5.173 
25 .0 5.576 
30.0 5.844 
35, 0 5.978 
40.0 5.981 
45.0 5.798 
50 .0 5.480 
55.0 5.056 
60.0 4.548 
65 .0 3.974 
70 .0 3.350 
75 .0 2.695 
80 .0 2.029 
85 .0 1.382 
90 .0 . 786 
95 .0 .288 
100 0 
L. E. r adius: 1.040 
Station Ordinate 
0 0 
.5 -. 978 
. 75 -1.179 
1. 25 -1.490 
1. 75 -1. 730 
2.5 - 2.035 
5.0 -2. 810 
7. '5 -3.394 
10 .0 
- 3.871 
15 .0 - 4.620 
20.0 - 5.173 
25.0 -5. 576 
30 .0 -5.844 
35.0 -5.978 
40 .0 - 5.981 
45 .0 - 5.798 
50. 0 - 5.480 
55 .0 - 5.056 
60 .0 - 4.548 
65 .0 - 3.974 
70 .0 I - 3.350 
75.0 I - 2.695 
80 .0 
- 2.029 
85.0 - 1.382 
90.0 -.786 
95.0 -. 288 
100 0 
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(a) Three-quarter rear view of model showing the installation of 
the leading- and trailing-edge flaps. 
Figure 1. - Photographs of the NACA 641 -012 airfoil section and the 0.1Oc lower-surface 
leading-edge flap alone and in combination with the O.20c trailing-edge split flap. 
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(b) Three -quarter front view of the model showing the contour of the 
lower-surface leading-edge flap. 
Figure 1. - Concluded. 
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Figure 2.- Sketch showing the lower-surface leading-edge flap arrangement on the ~ 
NACA 641-012 airfoil section. 
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(a) Side view of model showing installation of upper-surface leading-edge 
flap and lower-surface trailing-edge flap. 
Figure 3. - Photographs of the NACA 641 -0 12 airfoil section and the 0 .10c upper-surface 
leading-edge flap alone and in combination with the O.20c trailing-edge split flap. 
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(b) Three-quarter front view of model showing the leading-edge roughness 
applied to upper-surface leading-edge flap. 
Figure 3. - Concluded. 
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Figure 4.- Sketch showing the upper-surface lead1ng- edge 
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on the NACA 641-012 airfoil section. 
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Fi gure 10 .- The effect of leading-edge roughness on t he section lift characteristics of t~e NACA 641-012 airf011 e~u1pped with 
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